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manufacturer-driven,” Arbogast admits. “As manufacturers,
we really need to be able and willing to provide that kind of
information for the practitioners. How can they be expected
to mechanically test every prosthesis [and] every orthosis that
they fit? It’s unreasonable. If there’s enough demand—and I
think it’s coming or already here—I think it falls on the manufacturers to provide that…component. That can be as simple as
printout PDFs or as complicated as integration into CAD systems. There are a lot of product-specific ways to get that information out there.”

“Much of the orthotic side of our profession has become
commoditized, all because little was done to show the
value of having care provided by credentialed, trained,
qualified providers.”

—Dennis Clark, CPO, president of the
Orthotic and Prosthetic Group of America (OPGA)
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Even though the O&P field has been talking about outcomes
for more than a decade, “We’re still not measuring the biomechanical and functional outcomes effectively in our practices,”
Prusakowski agrees. “There aren’t enough of us doing it, and it’s
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not being done consistently. Actually, a major initiative of mine
is to put this into daily practice in more clinics through establishing standards of practice among our OPIE Software users.”
Organizing and managing the data is also a challenge, but
as Prusakowski points out, the trend in healthcare overall is
toward electronic medical records (EMR). Physicians, too, are
using EMRs specifically to track those outcomes regarding how
their total care process affects patients—especially in the diabetic area, and O&P is only one piece of that picture. “There
are too many variables for us as O&P providers to point to the
impact we may have had on the whole, but we are contributors and need to make sure that it’s identified that O&P care is
an integral part of that patient’s well-being—justifying our role
more than we have in the past.”
While the need for O&P outcomes data is well-documented,
the categorization of Mansukhani’s three outcomes groups may
confuse the issue of collecting and managing data, Michael
says. “Mahesh talks about biomechanical or functional outcomes. I would suggest we talk about outcomes the way that
other people in healthcare do. Outcome measures are often
classified into at least five categories, one of which is healthcare economic impact—which parallels his part C.” (Author’s
note: This and other categories tracked by the American Academy of Orthotists and Prosthetists (the Academy) 6th State of the
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